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12.1 Start/Stop Debugging 
 

12.1.1 Start Debugging 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Online]-[Connect] on the menu to connect with PLC. 

2. Select [Online]-[Write] on the menu to download the program onto PLC. 

3. Select [Online]-[Change Mode]-[Debug] or [Debug]-[Start/Stop Debugging] on the menu. 

Notes  

- This function is available only with PLC connected in online 

- Debug is unavailable if PLC is in Run mode. 

- Debug function is available if the XG5000 program and PLC program are identical to each other. If 

they are not identical, download the appropriate XG5000 PLC project to the PLC. 

- Monitoring function is available in Debug mode. 

- If any error occurs in the PLC, Debug instruction will not work normally. Correct the error to execute 

the Debug instruction. 

 

12.1.2  Stop Debugging 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Online]-[Change Mode]-[Stop] or [Debug]-[Start/Stop Debugging] on the menu. 

2. PLC will end Debug and switch to Stop mode. 

Notes  

- Even if Debug stops, Monitor function continues to operate.. 
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12.2 LD Program Debugging 
 

LD Program Debugging is used to specify functions to debug the LD program. 

 

12.2.1  Set/Remove Breakpoints 
It is used to set or remove the Breakpoint per step. 

 

1) Set Breakpoint 

[Sequence] 

1. Move the Breakpoint to the desired step. 

 

2. Select [Debug]-[Set/Remove Breakpoints] on the menu. 

 

 

 

 

Notes  

- The break can not be set in an area specified by a Block Mask instruction. 

- Application instruction will set the breakpoint on the instruction String area. 
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2) Remove Breakpoint 

[Sequence] 

1. Move the Breakpoint to the step to remove. 

 

2. Select [Debug]-[Set/Remove Breakpoints] on the menu. 

 
 

12.2.2  Go 
Go starts program debugging using the specified Breakpoint. With the Go function, the program can be run 

up to the Breakpoint specified. 

 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug]-[Go] on the menu. The program will be run until the next selected breakpoint is reached. 
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2. Select [Debug]-[Go] on the menu again to go to the next Breakpoint. 

 

12.2.3  Go to Cursor  
Go to Cursor is used to make the program run up to the cursor position. 

[Sequence] 

1. Move the cursor to the position desired to run. 

 

2. Select [Debug]-[Go to the Cursor] on the menu. 
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12.2.4  Step Into 
With Step Into the Breakpoint is engaged during debugging, its progress will be made step by step. When 

debugging program, Step Into, Step Out and Step Out functions will be provided. 

 

1)  Step Into 
Step Into runs the program to the next step. If the present step is a application instruction CALL with the 

running condition satisfied, it will enter the subroutine block. 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug]-[Step Into] on the menu. 
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Notes  

- If not with CALL instruction or if the CALL running condition unsatisfied, the program will be run to 

the next step. 

 

 
2) Step Out 
Step Out is used to step out of the subroutine block once entered with Step Into function executed. 

 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug]-[Step Out] on the menu. 
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Notes  

- If the presently debugged step is not inside the subroutine block, the program will be run to the next 

step. 

 

3) Step Over 
Step Over is used to run the program to the next step. Differently from Step Into, even if the present step is 

an application instruction CALL, it will not enter the subroutine block but run the program to the next step. 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug]-[Step Over] on the menu. 
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12.3 IL Program Debugging 
 

IL Program Debugging is used to specify functions to debug the prepared IL program. 

 

12.3.1  Set/Remove Breakpoints 
Set/Remove Breakpoints is used to set or remove the Breakpoint per step. 

 

1)  Set Breakpoint 

[Sequence] 

1.Move the Breakpoint to the step to specify. 

  

2. Select [Debug]-[Set/Remove Breakpoints] on the menu. 

 
 

Notes  

- The break cannot be set in an area specified by a Block Mask instruction. 

- It will set the Breakpoint in line unit.. 
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2)  Remove Breakpoint 
[Sequence] 

1. Move the Breakpoint to the step to cancel. 

 
2. Select [Debug]-[Set/Remove Breakpoints] on the menu. 

 

12.3.2  Go 
Go starts program debugging using the specified Breakpoint. With the Run function, the program can be run 

up to the Breakpoint specified. 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug]-[Go] on the menu. The program will be run until the next selected breakpoint is reached. 
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1. Select [Debug]-[Go] on the menu again to go to the next Breakpoint. 

 

12.3.3  Go to Cursor 
Go to Cursor is used to make the program run up to the cursor position. 

[Sequence] 

1. Move the cursor to the position desired to run. 

 

2. Select [Debug]-[Go to Cursor] on the menu. 
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12.3.4  Step Progressing 
If the Breakpoint is engaged during debugging, its progress will be made step by step. When debugging 

program, Step Into, Step Out and Step Over Instructions will be provided. 

1)  Step Into 
Step Into runs the program to the next step. If the present step is an application instruction CALL with the 

running condition satisfied, it will enter the subroutine block. 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug]-[Step Into] on the menu. 

 

 

Notes  

- If not with CALL instruction or if the CALL running condition is not met, the program will be run to the 

next step. 
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2) Step Out 
Step Out is used to step out of the subroutine block once entered with Step Into Instruction executed. 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug]-[Step Out] on the menu. 

 

 
 

Notes  

- If the presently debugged step is not inside the subroutine block, the program will be skipped over 

to the next step. 
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3)  Step Over 
Step Over is used to run the program to the next step. Differently from Step Into, even if the present step is a 

CALL instruction, it will not enter the subroutine block but run the program to the next step. 

 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug] - [Step Over] on the menu. 
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12.4 List of Break Points 
The list shows all the Break Points being used in the program, where the user can decide to use or delete 

the Break Point. 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug] - [Breakpoints List] on the menu. 

[Dialog Box] 

 

[Description of Dialog Box] 

a.  Use: If the checked item is unchecked , it will not be active, though not deleted. 

b.  Program: displays the name of the program where the breakpoint is used. 

c.  Step: displays the Step number where the breakpoint is used. 

d. After executing the number of time specified for the applicable breakpoint, the PLC will break at this count. 

(i.e. If the breakpoint is set for 10 steps in a FOR20-Next loop, the FOR/Next loop will break at 10.) 

e.  OK: saves the changed details and closes the dialog box. 

f.  Cancel: just closes the dialog box without saving the changed details. 

g.  Select All: checks all the listed items to allow. 

h.  Reset: cancels all the checked items previously allowed. 

i.  Go to: used to move to the position where the selected breakpoint is used. 

j.  Remove: deletes the selected breakpoints from the list. 

k.  Remove All: deletes all the breakpoints from the list. 

Notes  

- Up to 62 Breakpoints are available to be registered in PLC. 

a 
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12.5 Device Break 
Applicable debugging is available based on the data value and the application of the device. 

1) Setting Device Break 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug] - [Breakpoint Conditions] - [Device Break] on the menu. 

[Dialog Box] 

  

[Description of Dialog Box] 

a.  Use the device as a device break: If the box is unchecked, though saved, the break will not be used.. 

b.  Device: shows the device name used for device break. 

c.  Type: shows the type of the device used for device break. 

d.  Variable: displays the variable name if device variable name is declared in Variable/Comment. 

e.  Comment: displays the comment if the device comment is registered in Variable/Comment. 

f.  Use Value Break: If the box is unchecked, the device, though saved, will not activate a break 

g.  Value: if the specified device value is met, the break will be activated. The maximum/minimum value 

is based on the device type. 

h.  OK: saves the changed details and closes the dialog box. 

i.  Cancel: just closes the dialog box without saving the changed details. 

j.  Find: finds a desired device on the Variable/Comment list. 

k.  Condition: activates a break when writing the value to or reading the value from a device. 
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2) Device Break Run 

[Sequence] 

1.  Specify the device break. 

2.  Select [Debug]-[Go] on the menu. PLC runs debugging. 

3.  If specified device break conditions are met, a message will be displayed to inform that the device 

break is activated, when PLC stops running. 

 

 

 

Notes  

- Among device types, BYTE, NIBBLE and STRING do not support the device break instruction. 

- While PLC runs debugging, just one condition if only satisfied among breakpoint, device break, scan 

break, etc., will apply the break. 

- Click the left mouse button on the program name to move to the program position where the device 

break is applied. 

- If the value is changed in other application programs (such as device monitor) than the specified 

device program, movement to the program position where the device break is applied may not be 

possible. 
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12.6 Scan Break 
 

Scan Break is used to run PLC as many as the scan times specified, and apply the bake. 

[Sequence] 

1. Select [Debug] - [Break Conditions] on the menu. 

2. Select [Scan Break] tap. 

[Dialog Box] 

  

[Description of Dialog Box] 

a. Use Scan Break: If unchecked, the specified scan break times even if saved, will not be executed 

while PLC runs debugging. 

b. Count: used to input scan times to apply the break. 1 - 2147483647 is available for the setting value. 

[Scan Break Run] 

1. Check Use Scan Break and specify the scan times to apply the break. 

2. If [Debug]-[Go] is selected on the menu, PLC runs debugging. 

3. PLC will inform that the scan break is engaged after executed as many as specified scan times. 

 

a 

 
b 
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